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08 Disarming  
Nvidia’s Arm deal is off, but where does that leave the PC industry? Richard Swinburne mulls it over.

10 One size doesn’t fit all  
Tracy King is excited about the Steam Deck’s capabilities but concerned about its size.

14 Intel Core i5–12400F  
Intel’s new budget CPU brings its 12th-gen architecture to a new impressively low price point.

16 Nvidia GeForce RTX 3050  
Nvidia brings new meaning to the term ‘budget’ with its latest GPU.

20 Cooler Master HAF 500  
With a fresh update, Cooler Master has brought back its high-airflow case brand, but is it any good?

28 NZXT H1V2  
We loved the original H1, but safety concerns saw it pulled from sale. Does the revised version finally fulfil its potential?

46 B660 motherboards  
Antony Leather tests six motherboards based on Intel’s new lower-cost B660 chipset.

56 Premium PC speakers  
Looking to take your desktop audio to the next level? Edward Chester puts five top-end PC speaker systems through their paces.

70 Halo Infinite  
The latest instalment in the Halo franchise puts a modern spin on the venerable Microsoft exclusive.

76 Build a budget gaming PC  
Learn how to build a gaming PC that can play the latest games at 1,920 x 1,080 for under £1,000.

86 Monitor buyer’s guide  
Cut through the jargon and learn all you need to know when it comes to choosing your next monitor.

94 Hobby tech  
Gareth Halfacree tests the Microchip PolarFire SoC Icicle Kit and Arducam 16MP Autofocus Camera Module.

102 How to  
Learn how to give your PC system a new colour and finish, without making a mess and with the ability to roll back your changes at any time. Antony Leather introduces you to the world of vinyl wrap.

107 AMD Athlon  
In this month’s Retro tech section, Stuart Andrews looks at AMD’s first K7 CPUs.

110 Readers’ drives  
Simon Beacock’s stunning water-cooled PC is a master class in minimalist hard line water cooling.

114 The death of CPU overclocking  
In the age of multi-threaded workloads and well-engineered boosting algorithms, James Gorbold argues that manual CPU overclocking is now irrelevant.
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